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We use the Feynman-Kac formula and a decomposition of the Brownian bridge 
to obtain pointwise estimates on the diagonal elements of the heat kernel. We also 
compute bounds on trace (eldD) where A, is the Dirichlet Laplacian for (i) a boun- 
ded region D in R” with smooth boundary or (ii) an unbounded region D in R’ 
with finite area. ‘i 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be some open connected region in R”. Let A, be the Dirichlet 
Laplacian for D and define the partition function 
Z,(I) = trace(erAD). (1) 
There are two types of results known for Z,(t): (1) asymptotic expansion 
for r 10; (2) bounds which are uniform in t. While the asymptotic expan- 
sion is interesting because of the geometrical significance of the coefficients 
in the expansion, uniform bounds are required in mathematical physics 
(e.g., [20]). In this paper we will prove bounds on Z,(t) taking the first 
two terms of its asymptotic expansion into account. We summarize briefly 
the known results of both types: 
1.1. Asymptotic Expansions 
If D is bounded and the boundary SD of D is smooth then Z,(t) is finite 
for t>O and 
, K ~~ N +I ,; 2 )Y rl0, (2) 
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where th: coefftcients cO, cr ,..., depend on the geometrical properties of D 
[ 11. For example, 
co= IDI, (3) 
r,=-q,aD,. (4) 
1 D 1 is tte volume of D and ) dD) is the area of the boundary [2, 123. 
For regions with infinite volume, Z,(t) is not necessarily finite for r > 0. 
The leading order asymptotics for regions with infinite volume is known in 
a few sp+:cial cases only [49]. 
1.2. Umjbrm Bounds 
If D is a region with finite volume (not necessarily bounded) and with a 
regular IBoundary then [ 151 
IDI Z,(t) 67 (47ct) i ’ t > 0. 
If D is a bounded and convex region then [20] 
IDI et’,’ laDI IDI 
7 - 2. (4nt)‘” - I Ji2 (4?Tty.- <Z,(r),<-. (47rt) ; (6) 
If D is bounded, convex and the mean curvature at each point of the boun- 
dary dC is bounded by l/R then [19] 
IDI IdDl 
Z,(t)- (471t)n:2 +4. (47Ct)(“m~ IJiZ 
IdDl 
Gt’” b,(n)+b,(n)log , t > 0, (7) 
where b,(n) and b,(n) are constants depending upon n only. It follows from 
the asytnptotic expansion that the t-dependence of the right-hand side of 
(7) for JO is not the best possible. 
For I,egions with infinite volume Davies [3] has obtained upper and 
lower t’ounds on the partition function provided the boundary is suf- 
ficiently regular. See also [Zl]. 
Before we state our first theorem (for bounded regions) we make the 
followir g 
DEFII III-ION. A boundary L7D of an open set D in R” is R-smooth if for 
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each point x0 of dD there are two open balls B, and B, with radii R such 
that B, c D, B, c R”\ { D u aD>, aB, n aB2 = x0. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an open, bounded and connected region in R” with 
R-smooth boundary aD then 
IDI IdDl n4 IDI 
ZD(t)-(4xt)~~2+4.(4Xf)(“~l)i2 ‘~t(n-2)/2R2’ t>o. (8) 
We defer the proof of Theorem 1 to Section 2. Note that the r-dependence 
of the right-hand side is the best possible. Moreover, the dependence upon 
ID l/R2 is sharp. To see this we note that (see [2] or [ 12]), for example, 
for n = 2, 
lim Z (t)-!E!+ laDi 
D 
110 47rt 8. (7ct)‘!2 
=;(l -h), (9) 
where h is the number of holes in D. For bounded regions D in R2 with 
R-smooth boundary 
On the other hand there exist regions D in R2 (with R-smooth boundary) 
which have more than ID 1/(24R2) holes. 
The second theorem is for an unbounded region in R2 with finite volume. 
In this case the first term in the asymptotic expansion of the partition 
function is ID 1/(47rt). The second term (for which no general formula is 
known) depends in detail on how fast the region becomes “thin.” We state 
the result in terms of a bound. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be the open region in R2 given by 
F= {(x,y):x>0,O<y<f(x)}, (11) 
where f is continuous on (0, ccj), right continuous at 0, strictly decreasing on 
[0, cc) and 
then for t > 0 
Z#)-‘F’- V/?(t) < f(O) 
47ct ‘4. (7rt)“2’ 
(13) 
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(14) 
and f --I is the inverse function off defined on (0, f (0)]. Furthermore for 
0 < t <f’(O) 
(15) 
VF( t) prc vides the second term in the expansion of Z,(t) for t 10. 
EXAMPLE. Let f(x) = e--I in ( 11). Using Theorem 2 for this region we 
find 
We deier the proof of Theorem 2 to Section 3. 
We ust: probabilistic methods to obtain pointwise estimates on the heat 
kernel associated with A, - d/at. This is an idea due to Kac [ 10, 111 and 
has been used extensively. To deal with the heat kernel near the boundary 
Kac littell rectangles inside the region and used the explicit expression for 
the heat cernel for a rectangle. This way he obtained (3) and (4) for boun- 
ded convex regions in R2 with smooth boundary. See also [19]. The new 
probabilistic tool introduced in this paper is to use an orthogonal decom- 
position of an n-dimensional Brownian bridge into a l-dimensional one 
and a (n - 1 )-dimensional one, so that an explicit expression for the dis- 
tribution of the maxima of the l-dimensional Brownian bridge can be used. 
The new geometrical result (Lemma 5) may be of independent interest; it 
gives upyler- and lowerbounds for the area of parallel surfaces and is used 
in place a)f Steiner’s theorem [22] which we relied on in previous work on 
this problem [ 193. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We will lse the following: 
THEOR EM. Let G be an open region in R” with a regular boundary aG. 
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Let K,(x; t) be the diagonal element of the heat kernel (at a point XE G) 
associated to the operator A, -d/at then for t > 0 
1 
K&c; t) =.’ 
(47UY’- 
ProbIx(r)EG,O~rQtIx(O)=x(t)=x3, (17) 
&zere Prob(...l...} is the conditional Wiener probability that a Brownian 
bridge x( . ) with x(0) = x(t) = x does not hit the boundary of G. 
ProoJ: The proof follows from the Feynman-Kac formula. See [lS] or 
C161. 
LEMMA 1. Let x, (. ) be a one-dimensional Brownian bridge on R’ with 
x,(O)=.u,(t)=O then 
and the random variable max O<r<r x1(r) has probability density . . 
(1 +sgn &ie-S:fl 
t . 
Proof: Take n = 1, G = ( -‘CC, 5) and x = 0 in (17) and use the explicit 
formula for the heat kernel for a half line. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an open set in R” with a regular boundary aG and let 
t > 0, ,Y E G and q5 the empt)’ set then 
Prob{x(r)n2G#q5f or some 5 E [0, t] lx(O) = x(t) = x). < 2ne~-“‘“‘~“‘, (20) 
\c,here 8(-u) = inf,. E r?G I x - y 1. 
This is Kac’s principle of not feeling the boundary if a(x) % t”*[ 10 - 111. 
For a proof we refer to [ 171. From (17) and (20) it follows that 
1 1 
gzj= 
( 1 - 2ne p”(-r);‘lf) < K,(x; t) d 
(4?Tt)“!” (21) 
In the Lemmas 3 and 4 we give upper and lower bounds for the heat kernel 
for points near a R-smooth boundary. 
LEMMA 3. Let D be an open region in R” (n = 2, 3,...,) with an R-smooth 
boundary dD then for .Y E D, t > 0 
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(22) 
Proof: By definition of R-smoothness there is a ball B c R”\ {D u 8D) 
with radius R and centre M such that inf,,,,, ) I’- ?I( = a(x). Choose a 
Cartesian frame with origin 0 at x and positive .x1 axis along OM. Decom- 
pose the Brownian bridge into two independent Brownian bridges: a one- 
dimensio.lal one x,(.) on x1 with x,(O)=.u,(r)=O and an (n- l)-dimen- 
sional ore J( .) (in the plane orthogonal to the X, axis) with ) y(O)\ = 
1 y(t)1 = (I. We note the following: 
(1) x(e) does not hit dB if maxo~,~,~~(r)<d(.u). 
(2) If maxO srG,x,(~)=5 and t~(d(x),a(x)+R) then x(.) does hit 
SB if 
max I J’(T)\2<2R(~-~(.Y))-(&8()r))z. 
OiZCl 
(23) 
BY (17), 119), (20), and (23), 
1 
&lLG f) 6 (47Ct)“,2 -Prob{.~(r)~R”\B,06~6t~zc(O)=x(t)=s} 
(d(x) + q) e- tk,,.fn- I)!)- (ii”(.Y),tJ dq (24) 
from which Lemma 3 follows. 
LEMM,, 4. Let D be an open region in R” (n = 2, 3,...,) with R-smooth 
boundary p c?D then for all x E D such that a(x) < R and t > 0, 
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-I 
ax) 4(n - 1) c; ~ e (R(ii(.~)-:J/(n-I)1)~(5*/t)dS (25) 
0 t 
Proof By definition of R-smoothness there is a ball B c D with radius 
R and centre M such that x E B, inf,..,, ) y -x I= a(x). Choose a Cartesian 
frame with origin 0 at x and negative x, axis among OM. Let 
u=(.~:x,<0,,~4{BudB}}. (26) 
Decompose the Brownian bridge x( . ) into a one-dimensional x,( . ) on x, 
with x,(O)=x,(t)=O and a (n-1)-dimensional one y(.) (in the plane 
orthogonal to the x, axis) with 1 y(O)1 = 1 y(t)1 =O. We note the following: 
(1) inf,.., I J!-.x)~~~(,Y) R. (27) 
(2) If maxo,,,, x,(r)={ and t~(O,d(x)) then-x(.) does not hit the 
boundary of U u Bu dB if 
max ( y(~)l’<R~-(R-<+i?(x))~. 
OG?Gf 
(28) 
BY (17), (19), (20), (27), and (28), 
1 
K,(x; t) a- 
(4nt)“‘2 
Prob{x(r)~B,O<s<~~x(O)=x(t)=x} 
=&Prob{x(r)E {Bu Uu~B},O~~~t~x(O)=x(r)=x} 
1 
for some T E [0, r] (x(O) = x(t) =x> 
_ zne -lYr)R.:tlI IT (29) 
from which Lemma 4 follows. 
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Note that the x-dependence in the upper and lower bounds on K,(x; t) 
appears via C?(X) only. To compute bounds on 
ZDtt)=j K,& t) d,u (30) 
D 
we need bounds on the area of surfaces parallel to do. 
LEMMA 5. Let D be an open bounded region in R” with R-smooth boun- 
dary SD and define for 0 < q < R 
D,={x:x~D,ii(x)>qj (31) 
and denott, the area of its boundary dD, by 1 JD, 1 then 
,I .- 1 
IJDI, 06q< R. (32) 
Proof: D, is an open bounded region in R” with (R - q)-smooth boun- 
dary dD, (0 < q < R). We orient dD, with a field of n4(. ) of unit vectors 
orthogoml to JD,,. Let H,(x) be the mean curvature of 8D, at x then 
H,(x)= --& div H,(X) 
and 
I H&N &-+ sEaD,,O<q<R. (34) 
Let 0 6 q, 6 q2 < R then by the divergence theorem (e.g., [ 183) for the vec- 
torfield nq(. ), (33) and (34) we get 
r 
Y? 
I 
-4, 14’ 
pled,,-lFD,:l+lSD,,l>-lV’dq~,aD,. (35) 
41 
Since (35 1 holds for all 0 < q, d q2 < R 
n-l n-l 
-+dlog IaD,, a-- 
R-q 4 R-q’ 
(36) 
Lemma 5 follows by integrating inequality (36). 
Proqf qf Theorem 1. First, we use (21), (30), Lemmas 4 and 5 to obtain 
a lower bound on Z,(t). Denote by 1 D, 1 the volume of D, as defined in 
(31). 
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1 - R.:2 
+- 
(47Tt)“,2 
J 1 -,+/“r-2ne-w7:“’ 
0
4(n-1)~e-,R,,-e)r(n~I,r,-,~~!~, 
t 
-2”-’ (iTD/ 4(n - 1) 2ne-4R1”‘+- 
t 
x ;d&- 
s 
IRfy--:),‘(,I- L,,,- I:%) 
1 
2(4KI)nI? 
,D,-laD(.(~t)1’2 IdDJ t -- 
2 R 
x (2”~‘(n- 1)+29?+2”(n- 1)‘) 
(37) 
Next we use (21), (30). Lemmas 3 and 5 to obtain an upperbound on 
Z,(t): 
Z,(t) G A{ iD,,zi + joRr2d4 I D,I (47U) 
d (4nt)fl:2 
~{,D,-joR’2(~~~‘,aD,e-“.‘dq 
+2”-’ (dDI 4(n- l)‘f$++ 
1 
y$pT 
,D,-IiiDI.(?rf)“‘+IdDlr 
2 R 
x ;+2yn- 1)‘+2”(n- (38) 
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Furthermc re by Lemma 5 
(39) 
Theorem 1 follows from (37), (38), and (39). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The reg on F for which theorem 2 holds is an example of a horn-shaped 
region. These have been considered before in [ 131. However, the theorem 
in [ 131 is not strong enough to prove Theorem 2 in this paper. Here we 
prove a st .onger result (Theorem 3) from which Theorem 2 follows in a few 
steps. First we recall some notation and definitions from [13]. 
Notatio,t. A point in R” (n = 2, 3,...,) is denoted by (x, J) where y is in 
R”-’ (or hogonal to the x-axis). Let P, be the plane through (x, 0) 
orthogonal to the x axis and let H(x) be the orthogonal projection of 
P., n H orlto PO where H is a region in R”. 1 H(x) 1 is the (n - l)-dimen- 
sional vol Ime of H(x). 
DEFINI-IION. An open region H in R” is horn-shaped if 
(1) H is connected and has regular boundary 8H, 
(2) H(x)c H(x’) for all x>x’>,O and all x<x’<O, 
(3) [tCj I H(x)1 d,u is finite for finite b. 
DEFINIIION. K,(x, J; t) is the diagonal element of the heat kernel 
associated to -d, + (?/St) at (x, 1,). K,,.,,(.v; f) is the diagonal element of 
the heat ternel associated to --A,,.,,+ (S/Zt) at y, where --A,,,, is the 
(n - 1 )-dilnensional Dirichlet Laplacian for the region H(x). Furthermore 
Z,( t, x) = trace(e ““,,,) = I,,,, d! K,,.,,(y; t). (40) 
THEORIM 3. Let H be a horn-shaped region in R” (n = 2, 3,...,) then for 
all t for byhich 1’; dx Z,(t, x) is finite 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We have 
Z-(1, x) = f e ~ m*ww, 
k=L 
By the Poisson sumformula [ 143 and Theorem 3 we get 
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(42) 
If we put x=f-‘(~4) 
follows. Furthermore 
(43) 
for UE (O,f(O)] and integrate by parts then (14) 
and 
1 - J 1 a-- 2Ttt dsf(s)-- s 4(m)‘? :.r-/(r)~,‘?; d.u ;.r:/l.rl<I’~: 
which proves ( 15). 
LEMMA 6. Let x > 0, < > 0, t > 0 and dcfiue 
P(?c,5;t)=ProbC-s<.~(r)<5,06r~tI.u(O)=x(t)=O)~ 
then 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
and ( c?/c?~) P( x, <; t) is the conditional probability densit), of maxO C ~ < I x( 5) . . 
conditioned to min O<r<, . . x(r)> --x andx(O)=x(t)=O. 
Proqf: 
P(x, 5; t) > P( - C0, 5; t) 
-Prob{x(r)<-~~forsomer~[O,t](x(O)=.u(t)=O} 
= 1 -,-,r*~r-,-.A. (48) 
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Furthermc,re P(x, 5; t) is increasing in < so that (a/~?{) P(x, 5, t) > 0 and 
s 
‘= ~~~~(~~,5;1)=Prob{~~~~,\-(i)> -.uIs(O)=.~(f)=O). (49) 
0 . . 
LEMMA 7. Let H be a horn-shaped open set in R” then for .r > 0, 
J’E H(x), 1 >O 
Proof. Because of the independence of the Brownian bridges x(. ) and 
jr(.), (17) and (18) 
1 
K”I -? )‘; t) = (4nt y2 -Prob{(x(t),l’(t))~H,Odr6tl(?c(O),y(O)) 
LEMMA 8. Let H be a horn-shaped open set in R” then for x> 0, 
J’E H(x), t>O, 
1 
KH(~~J’;f)2(4*t)‘:’ ~<:JEH(i-+~,) s d5 KH(.r~:, (1’; f)$ P(x, 5; t). (52) 
Proof. Because of the independence of the Brownian bridges x(. ) and 
y(. ), ( 17 ) and Lemma 6 we have 
1 
KH(x, )‘, f, = t4Kty,2 -P~robi(x(r),~(r))~H,O~s~tJ(x(O),y(O)) 
= (4th u(t)) = t-x, Y,> 
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1 
=o’“z s ;::!EH(x+<)} 
d5 ($ P(x, 5; I)) KH(x+dY; f). (53) 
Proof of Theorem 3. For x > 0, 5 > 0, t > 0 we have H(x - 5) 3 H(x) so 
that by Lemma 7 and Fubini’s theorem 
A similar bound holds for x < 0. Since the first term in the right-hand side 
of (54) is a convolution 
1 
zf+(4y4nt)l!2 --x -j+a dXZH(t,X)+Ifa dx.,H(x),.&. (55) -cc 
Furthermore for xu0, {>O, t >O we have H(x+<)c H(x) so that by 
Lemma 8 and Fubini’s theorem 
1 
qG$% I 
E dt (1 -e-~2i~-e-i2”)$ZH(1,x+e) 
1 
=- $/, Z,(b xl 
(4at)“* zH(t9 x)-e-- (4ntJl,Z 
1 
+ (4nty I 
‘X dt $ e - t21t 
0 
x {z,(t,x+5)-zH(t,X)}. (56) 
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A similar hound holds for x < 0. Altogether 
1 +CC +CC 
ZH(~) 2 cqntJ1/2 I 
1 
dxe-"%At, xl --io dxZ,(t,x)- t41rtI,,2 5 --30 
1 
-- jmd+-tz~t j;:Z&x)dx 
(4nt)“2 0 
1 =- 
I 
+ac, 2 
(47tt)1’2 -a dx ‘ff(‘* *‘) - (47tt)1/2 I 
+m dxe+“‘Z,(t, x). (57) ~ st 
Furthermore since ((21) for an (n - 1)-dimensional region) 
K,,,,(y; t) < (47Lt)” -n)‘2 
we have 
Z,(t, x) < I H(x)1 (4nt)l”p 1)/2’ 
(58) 
(59) 
Theorem 1’ follows from (55), (57), and (59). 
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